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1.0 Introduction
On June 21st and 22nd, 2017 the Lawson Foundation brought together a diverse
group of 16 young Canadians aged 18 to 25 (Appendix A) for a one and a half day
Youth Voices Retreat held in Toronto, Ontario.
The young people who participated in the retreat were selected because they are
engaged young changemakers working to address environmental issues. They were
selected to ensure a diversity of regions, ages, differing levels of engagement,
backgrounds and levels of education where represented. Organizers also aimed to
ensure male and female participants were equally represented.
The goal of the Youth Voices Retreat was to provide advice to the Lawson
Foundation regarding how it can best support young people to connect with nature
and become leaders and stewards in environmental work. The valuable input
provided throughout the Youth Voices Retreat is part of a broader research project
supported by the University of Waterloo’s Youth and Innovation Research Project
that will inform the Lawson Foundation’s grant-making and other strategies in the
area of youth and the environment over the coming years.
The Youth Voices Retreat was held at Foundation House and Evergreen Brickworks
and was facilitated by Ilona Dougherty and Dr. Amelia Clarke of the University of
Waterloo’s Youth and Innovation Research Project. The data for this summary report
was collected and compiled by Martina Buchal and the report was written by Ilona
Dougherty, Martina Buchal and Dr. Amelia Clarke.
This report is a summary of the opinions and ideas shared with the facilitators and
the Lawson Foundation staff during the Youth Voices Retreat by the 16 young
Canadians who attended and participated in the Retreat. The goal of this report is to
provide an overview of the themes, ideas and opinions that were expressed during
the Retreat capturing both the most commonly expressed themes as well as outliers.
Retreat participants were given the opportunity to review this report and provide
comments in August 2017 to ensure the report accurately reflected their contributions
during the Retreat.

2.0 Youth Voices Retreat Summary
2.1 Day 1
On the first day of the Youth Voices Retreat after participants were given a tour of
Foundation House and they were welcomed by Indigenous Elder Pauline Shirt.
Following a round of introductions, participants took part in an ice breaker to
determine the environmental issues that were of most concern to them.
2.1.1 Environmental issues activity
Through an interactive activity, participants were asked “What environmental issues
are of concern to you?” The exercise had participants write down top issues of
concern on post-it notes and find others in the room who had the same concerns.
Then post-it notes where placed in relation to one another on a white board. A
discussion where participants named additional issues that either they or their peers
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had identified as of concern followed. The environmental issue mentioned most often
was climate change. The vertical axis of the graph below shows the number of post
notes that were added to the white board throughout the activity, some participants
added several post-it notes to the board.
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It is important to highlight that participants agreed that all the subjects mentioned are
interconnected and complex in nature, and that any response needs to be a holistic
one. Some noted that in order to address these challenges “a lot of people would
have to be involved”. It would take systemic change at a policy and Federal
government level, as well as various groups working with municipal governments and
on a grassroots level to make change. Participants articulated that there is always a
global picture as well as a very local picture to consider when it comes to the
environment.
Following this ice breaker, there was a presentation from the Lawson Foundation
staff on the Foundation’s strategic directions and goals for this retreat (Appendix D).
Next there was a presentation from the Youth & Innovation Research Project
outlining background research related to healthy youth development, as well as
young Canadians perspectives on the environment, and levels of community and
civic engagement (Appendix D). The first day of the Youth Voices Retreat ended with
a go-around asking participants how they were feeling after the first day.

2.2 Day 2
The second day began with a check in to see how the participants were feeling about
the previous day and if they had any questions. Next was a session to establish a
common set of working principles for the retreat that the participants agreed to keep
in mind throughout (Appendix B).
2.2.1 Sharing our stories session
Following the agreement on working principles, the participants were led through an
interactive activity where they shared important moments in their lives that had
connected them to nature and got them engaged in their communities.
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2.2.1.1 Connecting to nature
The first question asked during the Sharing Your Stories session was: “What
moments connected you to nature?” Moments which connected participants to nature
most often were time spent with family outdoors, time spent playing outdoors or
doing outdoor sports or spending time at a camp. Some participants mentioned more
than one moment which is why the vertical axis of the graph shows more than 16
responses. For the vast majority of participants their connection to nature was
established in childhood.
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2.2.1.2 Community engagement
The second question asked during the Sharing Your Stories session was: “What
important life moments got you engaged in your community?” A clear trend amongst
participants was that when those who already had a connection to nature in
childhood were given the opportunity in their late teens and early twenties to get
involved in their communities they acted upon it.
One of the participant’s call to action was “learning that which we can’t unknow”. This
participant went on to explain “there are some things that once you learn them, you
can’t ‘unknow’ them, and it becomes your responsibility to act as a result of carrying
such knowledge”. Another participant noted that they had learned about
environmental issues in her rural community from an outsider and was shocked to
find that locally this knowledge was not commonly known. This served as motivation
to educate herself further and become actively engaged.
Most frequently participants tended to become engaged in their communities as a
result of support or opportunities during their university / college years. One
participant described her university experience as one where she was “encouraged
to protest, allowed to think and where school clubs encourage me to challenge
norms”.
The second most common reason for involvement was being moved to action
through a first-hand or second-hand experience, such as a disaster, tragedy or an
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environmental issue impacting their lives directly, after which they felt compelled to
act. One participant learned that climate change was responsible for a large forest
fire that threatened her family’s business. Another became aware of climate change
when changing tides and the effects of a hurricane destroyed a beach where she
used to play volleyball.

Mentors who offered participants opportunities or support was also a frequently
mentioned reason why they became engaged in their community. Again, some
participants had more than one reason for engagement, as such the vertical axis
shows more than 16 responses.
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2.2.1.3 Current involvement
Participants were then asked a series of questions about what environmental
initiatives they are currently involved in. First, they were asked to list the initiatives
they are involved in and participants answered as follows:
- Sustainability Leadership
- Caring for our Watersheds
Certificate
- Polar Protectors
- Boite a Lunch
- PeerNet BC
- Canadian Parks Council
- Pearson United World College
- North Shore Advisory Committee
- Lawson Foundation
on Disability Issues
- Sustainable Campus Initiative –
- Impact! Youth Leadership Training
University of Waterloo
- Student Energy
- St. Paul’s University GreenHouse
- Pembina
(2 mentions)
- Environment Yukon Climate
- United Way Kitchener Waterloo
Change Secretariat
- United Nations of Canada Green
- EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc.
Corps
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-

Outward Bound
Qaggiavut Society
Divest Dal
Scouts Canada (2 mentions)
Ecology Action Centre
Dartmouth North Community Food
Centre
Adventure Earth Centre
Students on Ice
Nature Conservancy of Canada
Camp Micah

-

Vancouver Economic Commission
Parkdale Food Centre
AYF
CABC
Operation Fellowship
Sustainability CoLab
Welcome Home Collective
Municipalities for Climate
Innovation Program (FCM)
Youth Climate Lab
School of the Americas
(disarmament protest)

The majority of participants are part of initiatives that function at the local or regional
level with some working at several scales.

Are the initiatives you are involved in local /
regional / national?
International
12%

Local
37%

National
21%

Regional
30%

Through the initiatives they are involved in, participants largely aim to influence the
public at large, policy makers and their peers. Several participants are working to
influence several different groups at once.
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Who are you aiming to influence?
Academia
5%
Business
7%

Other
7%

Policy Makers
29%
Public
27%

Young People
25%

The methodologies used by participants to achieve change were a near-even threeway split between raising awareness, changing individual behavior and changing
public policy.

What methods are you using to create change?

Change Public
Policy
34%

Raise
Awareness
34%

Change Individual
Behaviour
32%

Next, participants were asked which tactics they used to create change. This was an
open-ended question allowing participants to name their tactics on a sticky note. The
results showed that awareness campaigns and mobilization, workshops and events,
and research were most the most commonly used tactics.
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What tactics are being used?
Awareness campaigns & moblization
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Lastly, the participants were asked: “What structure(s) are you using to make
change: small informal group, large established organization, advisory body, forprofit, non-profit?” Most initiatives were non-profit, followed by an informal grouping
or a business / social enterprise.
Arms-length
government
regulator
Social
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Movement
3%

What structure(s) are you using?

Transdisciplinary
research
partnership
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Family
Foundation
3%
Individual
10%

Non profit
39%

Business or social
enterprise
19%

Informal
20%

2.2.2 Mapping support session
The second session of the morning was titled mapping support. In order for the
Foundation to get a better idea of what kinds of support participants are already
accessing as they work to address environmental issues, participants were asked
several questions.
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2.2.2.1 Who supports your work
Through a personal exercise, participants were asked to list any organizations that
currently support their work through funding, in-kind support, convening, training,
connecting etc. Participants listed the following:
- UW Co-op Program
- Students on Ice
- Sustainable Waterloo Region
- Caring for Our Watersheds
- Ottawa Community Immigrant
- Schulich Scholarship
Services Organization (OCISO)
- Pearson UWC
- St. Paul’s University GreenHouse
- Duke of Edinburg Award Program
(2 mentions)
- United Nations Green Corps
- Camp Micah
- Vancouver Economic Commission
- Canadian Youth Climate Coalition
- BCIC Innovator Skills Initiative
- U of T Student Union
- Outward Bound
- Organize BC
- Quggiavut Society
- uLabs
- Peernet BC
- Concordia University
- North Shore Advisory Committee
- Carrefour Jeuneuse Emplois,
on Disability Issues
- Electrobe
- RDSP
- Compost Montreal
- Work BC
- Scout de Montreal
- CP Association
- SSHRC
- Easter Seals
- OGS (Ontario Grad Scholarship)
- UBC Journalism Program
- Impact Youth Leadership Training
- Earth in Brackets
- Fundy North Fisherman’s
- Camp les Nomades
Association
- NOLS
- Individual Professors
- Under Western Skies Conference
- NSPIRG
- University of Victoria
- Colab
- Yukon STEP Program
- Ecology Action Centre
- EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc.
- Evergreen
- Yukon Foundation
- The J.W. McConnell Family
- Wood Street Experiential School
Foundation
- Divest uVic
- Dalhousie Student Union
- Acadia University
Sustainability Office,
- Nature Conservancy of Canada
- Foundation for Environmental
- Adventure Earth Center
Stewardship
- Pembina Institute
- Youth Fusion
- United Nations Association of
- Environmental Living
Canada
- JAC Environmental Studies
- Alberta Clean Technology Industry
Certificate
Alliance
- Frontier College Summer Literacy
- Alberta Economic Development
Camp
and Trade
- City Studio
- SCIP, Canada Clean Tech
- Northern Farm Training institute
Alliance
- Student Energy Education
- National Outdoor Leadership
School
2.2.2.2 How is your work supported
Participants were then asked “How are they supporting your work (e.g., job support,
funding, impact investing, convening, training, connecting…)”. According to
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participants most existing programs they are accessing support them through
training, funding, convening and job creation.
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Participants were also asked “What environmental issues do these organizations
who support your work tend to support?” The most common was organizations
offering support for a wide variety of environmental issues – not specifically
supporting one particular issue or cause and organizations offering support for
climate change and conservation focused work.

What environmental issues do these
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Participants were also asked “What kind of tactics or approaches do they support?”.
The most commonly supported tactic was education and training by a wide margin.

What kind of tactics or approaches do they
support?
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2.2.2.3 Other support you know of
Through a personal exercise, participants were asked to list any organizations they
knew of who provide support in the area of youth and the environment. Participants
listed the following:
- SDSN Youth
- Waterlution
- LUSH
- National Geographic Early Career
- MEC Grants
Grant
- Partners in Climate Action
- Velocity
- Climate Reality
- Innovation Guelph
- Young Greens of Canada
- Community Foundations of
- Youth Opportunities Fund
Canada
- Peace Camp
- Canada World Youth
- MEC
- Ocean Path Scholarship
- TD Friends of the Environment
- Ontario Community Environment
- Canada Youth Summer Job
Fund
Grants
- St. Paul’s University GreenHouse
- Outward Bound
Social Impact Fund
- UNAC
- Community Environmental Fund
- NOLS
(Region of Waterloo)
- u-LABS
- Vancouver Economic
- Canadian Youth Climate Coalition
Commissions
/ CYD
- BCIC Innovator Skills Initiative
- Impact
- NRCAN
- SCID
- College Institutes Cleantech
- Greenest Cities School
Internships
- Peernet BC
- Canada ECO & other Youth
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NRCom
CTIP
Eco Canada
NF Conservation Corps
Work BC
MITACS
Canadian Water Resource
Association

-

Employment Strategy (YES)
Programs
STEP
BYTE Yukon
At Home Program
Indspire
UWC Pearson College
City Studio Vancouver
Greenest Cities Scholars Program
UBC

2.2.2.4 Gaps in support
Participants were then asked “Where are the gaps or needs that exist?”, “Where is
there a lack of support?” and “What kind of support do you need or wish you had but
aren’t getting?”. Participants responded as follows:
- Providing support for informal organization structures and for individuals
who are not registered organizations or charities.
- Funding for non-students. Support for youth outside of student context.
- More opportunities for young people to learn by doing (empowered to act)
rather than being trained (asset based development).
- Support for youth and climate incubators that are flexible, so young people
can balance existing responsibilities and that are open to all young people
not just students.
- Mentoring for young people running initiatives to ensure their long-term
success.
- Help connect young people to spaces to host events and other resources.
- Multigenerational programs are needed.
- Build networks, support for career development and support
intrapreneurship.1
- Large organizations who are open to change (especially when inspired by
young people). Our organizations are failing us because they are too big to
change, they are not adapting to change and changing needs. Maybe once
they used to solve the problem and maybe aren’t anymore.
- Changing the way organizations measure impact.
- Environment focused incubators & hack-a-thons.
- Too much support for gardening and recycling, not enough support for
non-partisan face-to-face civic/political engagement, town halls and
meetings.
- Not enough funding and resources toward teaching young people how to
be engaged citizens (voting, encourage activism, non-partisan).
- Decolonizing support institutions / reconciliation.
- Lack of support for those who aren’t already in supportive outdoorsy
families/networks (i.e. city youth)
- There are very few big foundations east of Montreal creating too much
competition for Maritime projects seeking money.
- Lack of interest in STEM fields.

1 Intrapreneurship can be defined as bring an entrepreneurial and innovative spirit to one’s work in a large

organization or institution.
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Many initiatives are environmentally sustainable but not financially
sustainable.
Just funding doesn’t help – we need a holistic approach that includes
support and mentoring.
Needs to be more funding for clean tech.
Lack of teaching of basic skills on how to make change (i.e. How to apply
to programs/get funding – I learned this from parents not school).
Need more mentorship programs with professionals or people heavily
involved in the environment.
Need renewable resources that take advantage of the available energy in
the Arctic.
Culturally relevant education about climate change.
Need more indigenous input and to have this knowledge taken seriously.
Rather than not understanding the actual issues leading to “wellintentioned” help. An example is greenhouses in the arctic which is a nice
idea but extremely expensive and locals don’t get a chance to learn or
participate. It’s not the kind of food we need, no one is using them or able
to use. Instead we need culturally relevant food security sources. “The
people of the arctic survived for thousands of years and we never had
lettuce.”
Need more support bridging from school to career. Including supporting
young people after they have completed an internship.
Need more awareness of “what’s out there” already (i.e. centralized hub
where you could locate/ connect with different entities to access funding,
training, job opportunities, support etc.)
Need more opportunities for input and to be re-inspired like this youth
retreat!

Common themes that should be highlighted were:
- A need for support outside of the university and high school context.
Recognizing that not all young people are students. And that young
people need support for their initiatives once they have left school, even
more so then when they are in school.
- A need for flexibility in funding programs to support young people in
ways that are meaningful and relevant to them, rather than requiring them
to fit into a box.
- A need for support bridging from school to careers.
- A need for support of decolonization, reconciliation and culturally
relevant programming.
- A need for more mentorship and multigenerational programs.
2.2.3 Connecting youth to nature & developing stewards of the environment
session
After lunch and a tour of Evergreen Brickworks, the participants took part in a session
where they offered additional thoughts and advice about how to connect youth with
nature and encourage them to become stewards of the environment. The participants
broke up into small groups for this session.
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2.2.3.1 Connecting youth to nature advice
The participants in small groups were asked the following question “How can we
encourage young people to connect to nature?”. Participants had several
suggestions:
- We must build a narrative or connection to those who are unengaged
and to those who ‘don’t already agree’.
- Focus on children. Make it mandatory from a young age to be outdoors
and connecting to nature in their own way. Integrate connection to nature
through schools.
- Change the language. “People may be scared of buzzwords. Changing
the messaging of what is a changemaker is important…it’s not a tree
hugger or environmentalist.” The language must be “toned down” so that it
is accessible and relatable.
- “Make it trendy, like kayaking is now.” Incentives can make it fun and
sexy.
- Bring nature ‘inside’ and bring kids outside. Incorporate technology
(i.e. social media, outdoor movies & Pokemon Go). Take a broader view of
what environment is. Encourage experiential learning in classrooms.
Embedding nature into education.
- Support mentorship programs.
- Naturalize playgrounds & re-purpose spaces.
- Give kids responsibility and engage youth in the process.
- Encourage civic engagement.
- Storytelling is so important. Make the large issues accessible by bringing
them down to every day actions and impacts.
- Go cross-discipline. Bring environmental components to other streams
and subjects. Have environmental programming incorporated into
unrelated programming including at community centres and other places
where those who might not usually have a connection to nature go.
- Make it not about facts (we know the facts) but about doing what is right.
“It should be THE millennial thing to do.”
- Make it accessible and remove barriers to everyone – across cultures,
socio-economic class and varying levels of ability. For example, “Canadian
culture around camping is non-inclusive, especially to immigrants.” Make
connecting to nature more accessible to non-white Canadians and cultural
communities, and ensure that communities are consulted about how best
to engage them.
- Make it cheap/free. Young people don’t have much money. “Bringing
them outside for a reduced cost would be good incentive.”
2.2.3.2 Stewards of the environment advice
The participants in small groups were asked the following question “What do you
think are the most effective ways to encourage young people to become stewards of
the environment?” and “What do you think we can do to most effectively amplify
youth voices on environmental issues?” Participants had several suggestions:
- “Nothing about us without us.” Don’t engage youth as tokens. Ensure
when you engage with us we have an opportunity to make a difference and
our voices are valued and respected. Create safe spaces for young people
to engage.
- Connect people with great ideas to resources and mentors.
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Networking. Retreats like Youth Voices should happen more often.
Focus on impact. If you are going to fund something, focus on impact and
support the project in other ways as well. Be there to listen and mentor,
not just to give money.
Make sure to fit programming with a local and cultural context, rather
than imposing a model. Connect nature to what young people are doing
and worried about already so that the environment isn’t a second thought.
Also ensure programs are flexible to accommodate the realities of diverse
young people.
Foster an ongoing personal connection to nature. It is easy to forget
your responsibility/role when you don’t see it. Support programs that
encourage young people who might not be as likely to have direct access
to nature (city kids, cultural communities) to get outside.
Move away from traditional “white” narrative of environmentalism.
You don’t have to fit a certain mould to be an environmentalist.
Ask them. If you want to engage young people who face socioeconomic
barriers talk to people from low income communities to find out how.
Community centres & immigrant associations might be a place to start to
engage diverse youth.
Be honest about power dynamics. Make sure everyone is on equal
ground when you are engaging young people.
Peer to peer engagement. Create spaces for young people to run their
own projects.
Reconnect social and environmental issues. They are related.
Affordable housing is built in food deserts/ industrial areas.

2.2.3.3 Realities for young people today
The participants in small groups were asked the following question “What realities for
young people today do we need to keep in mind when developing programs or
initiatives to connect youth with nature or encourage them to become environmental
stewards?”. Participants had several suggestions:
- Socioeconomic barriers. Lack of access (physical, financial, geographic)
- A lot of young people are in debt.
- Young people are busy and work several jobs so it is hard to make
nature a priority.
- Takes more time to get needed credentials for the job market, growing
need for higher education in all sectors.
- Lack of self-confidence, self-blame and guilt. We might know what’s
good but don’t have the confidence to choose.
- Competing pressure for “latest and greatest”. Always new technology and
pop culture that is competing for young people’s attention.
- Social networks are really important to youth.
- Urbanization. More and more young people are living in cities without
access to nature on a regular basis.
2.2.4 Advice to the Lawson Foundation
As part of the last session of the day, the participants present were asked more
open-endedly “What advice would you give to the Lawson Foundation?” Based on
what had been heard throughout the rest of the day the Lawson Foundation staff
requested the discussion be focused on three questions:
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1. What is the best language to use? Environment versus sustainability versus
nature; Youth versus young person versus young adult; Leadership versus
changemaker.
2. What are the best methods to use to engage young people who are not
currently engaged?
3. What are the best ways to support young leaders (individuals) who are already
engaged in being environmental stewards/leaders?
The responses from the questions regarding how to engage unengaged youth and
how best to support young leaders are included in sections 2.2.3.1 and 2.2.3.2 of this
report. The answers to the questions about language are included below.
2.2.4.1 Best language to describe youth
Participants were asked “What is the best language to use to describe the
demographic of young people aged 18 to 25?”. What was evident from this lively
discussion was that the language used to describe this demographic was important
to participants.
Most participants preferred to be referred to as “young adults” or “young people” over
“youth.” “Youth” seemed to be a word charged with negative connotations such as
inexperience. In this way, “young adult” resonated more strongly as it responded to
participants’ desire for real responsibility – a notion associated more with adulthood
than youthfulness, though this wasn’t necessarily true across all cultures or contexts.
Another approach taken by some participants was to completely excluding an age
identifier. Words like “citizen” or “human beings between the ages of 15-25” were
suggested. The issue with “citizen” was that not all people residing in Canada are
necessarily legal citizens. When it came to “human beings between the ages of 1525”, it became clear that 15-25 was too broad of a range, not taking in to
consideration the very different life habits of a 15 year old versus a 25 year old.
In the end, it became clear that there was little agreement amongst participants about
what terms are best to use. One participant reflected that language is less important
then ensuring that programming is as respectful to young people and as inclusive of
young people as possible.
2.2.4.2 Leadership vs. change-making
Participants were asked “How do we give a title to the actions we are asking you to
take?”. There was also extensive debate over whether the term “leader” was
appropriate when speaking about the responsibility of stewardship. One participant
noted that when something is developed, and titled as such to be a “leadership”
program, or designed for leaders, she often feels underqualified. People don’t tend to
identify with the word leadership until they are trained to see the word “leader”
differently. Generally, the consensus was that “change-maker” was easier to identify
with, but even then, not an ideal choice.
2.2.3.3 Best language to describe environment
Participants were asked “What is the best language to use to describe our natural
world and young people’s relationship to it?”. When it comes to the subject that the
Lawson Foundation termed “nature” or “the environment” interchangeably, there
were several suggestions on how to shape that language.
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“Environment” is clearly a more favoured term than nature. Participants noted that
“environment” is more inclusive and connected, while “nature” can speak to the
divide between the human and the outside world – a divide, which isn’t necessarily
real and true. One young person noted: “Human beings aren’t anything but a part of
the environment. There is an idea that we are all separate, but we are all part of the
food chain. We are all animals, we come from the earth and go back to the earth.”
This notion was highly supported by the group. A need to additionally add a human
component to the word “environment” when speaking about programming became
clear. Largely, it was agreed that speaking about “Environment and Sustainability”
spoke to both what we interact with that is outside of ourselves, as well as the human
component or the social aspect (and implied responsibility) of that interaction.
Sustainability was a preferred word that encompasses this notion, as it also has a
time-based aspect to it. “It is about creating an identity as a young person and as a
generation around the unsustainability of what we are inheriting. We will have to go
through a lot of things together [as a generation], so the time-based aspect is an
important thing to include.” Sustainability also has the notion of targets and goals
attached to it. Therefore, “Environment and Sustainability” came out as the preferred
language for speaking about this subject area. The concept of regeneration was
raised as a more suitable word than sustainability but it was recognized that although
some members of the environmental community see this as the kind of language we
need to be using to describe our vision for the future it is not yet common language.
After the advice session the retreat ended with a go around amongst participants to
share final thoughts and words of thanks as well as an explanation from the Lawson
Foundation staff that the participants would have an opportunity to review a summary
report from the retreat before it was finalized (Note: this follow up was completed in
August 2017). Participants also completed a written evaluation of the retreat.
During the final check out the Youth Voices Retreat was described as follows:
- Validating
- Inspiring
- Meaningful
- Grateful that all voices were listened to.
- Great to know there are other people doing what I am doing. Sense of
belonging.
Participants reiterated repeatedly that they were thankful for attending the Youth
Voices Retreat and that they would be excited to be engaged with the Lawson
Foundation moving forward. They also expressed that they were very grateful to
have met each other at the retreat and looked forward to staying connected as a
group moving forward.

3.0 Conclusion
From the Youth Voices Retreat, several key themes became clear. The
environmental issue mentioned by participants that was of most concern to them was
climate change. However, there was a recognition that all environmental and social
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justice issues are interconnected, and that a holistic approach is necessary to create
change.
The participants generally formed their connection to nature at a young age, most
often through contact with their natural environment. More often than not, they were
driven to act and become stewards for the environment in their adolescence or early
twenties, driven by opportunities and support associated with university activities or
as a result of feeling directly impacted by an environmental issue.
The majority of participants are part of environmental initiatives that function at the
local or regional level, largely aiming to influence the public at large, policy makers
and their peers. The initiatives they are involved in equally aim to raise awareness,
change individual behavior and change public policy, and they tend to use
awareness campaigns and mobilization, workshops and events and research as
tactics to do so. Most of their initiatives take the form of a non-profit, informal
grouping or a business / social enterprise.
According to participants most existing programs they are accessing for support
provide that support in the form of training, funding, convening and job creation.
These support organizations tend to focus on environmental issues generally, climate
change and conservation. The most commonly supported tactic was education and
training by a wide margin.
Participants identified the following gaps in support:
- A need for support outside of the university and high school context.
- A need for support bridging from school to careers.
- A need for support of decolonization, reconciliation and culturally
relevant programming.
- A need for more mentorship and multigenerational programs.
Participants expressed optimism that organizations such as the Lawson Foundation
can play an important role in helping to fill these gaps and they encouraged the
Foundation to continue to consult with young people and engage them meaningfully
as the youth and environment program area is developed. They encouraged the
Foundation to consider a broad definition of environmentalism, prioritize accessibility
and eliminate barriers for typically marginalized groups and consider the philosophy
of “nothing about us without us” as they continue to engage young people in their
work.
Overall, the experience of the Youth Voices Retreat was a very positive one for
participants and a call for “more of these kinds of events” expressed repeatedly.
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Appendix A - List of participants
Alana Krug-MacLeod
Ana Gonzalez Guerrero
Angel Annanack
Annina Altherr
Elle Crevits
Irene Brueckner-Irwin
Joanna Brenchley
Killaq Enuaraq-Strauss
Marc Fawcett-Atkinson
Michael Arty Ghannoum
Parm Thind
Pragya Dawadi
Sam Harrison
Shayne De Wildt
Robin Lawson
Zachary Adolphe

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
Ottawa, Ontario
Inukjuak, Quebec
Whitehorse, Yukon
Ottawa, Ontario
Waterloo, Ontario
Halifax, Nova Scotia
Iqaluit, Nunavut
Antigonish, Nova Scotia
Montreal, Quebec
Surrey, BC
Comox, BC
Mississauga, Ontario
Vancouver, B.C.
Toronto, Ontario
Calgary, Alberta

Appendix B - Working principles
Participants were asked to come up with a list of guiding principles to be applied for
the duration of the retreat. The following were what was agreed upon:
1. Listen to learn
2. Step forward, step back
3. Stay on time
4. Easy on electronics use
5. Chatham House Rule
6. Disagreeing is okay with respect
7. Keep an open mind
8. No question is a dumb question
9. Use accessible language
10. Remember the voices that aren’t in the room
11. Focus

APPENDIX C

Youth Voices Retreat
June 21st & 22nd 2017
Toronto, Ontario
Agenda
Day 1 - Wednesday June 21st 2017

Location:

Foundation House, 2 St. Clair Avenue East, Suite 300

1:00 pm

Arrival & Registration (light lunch will be provided)

1:30 – 2:00 pm

Tour of Foundation House

2:00 – 5:00 pm

Session 1 – Welcome & Introduction

5:30 – 7:30 pm

Group Dinner (Barnsteiner’s –1360 Yonge St, Toronto)

Day 2 - Thursday June 22nd 2017

Location:

Evergreen Brick Works, 550 Bayview Ave

8:00 am

Meet at the reception of Holiday Inn Hotel to board the bus to Brick Works

8:30 – 9:00 am

Breakfast at Brick Works

9:00 – 10:30 am

Session 2 – Sharing our Stories

10:30 – 10:45 am

BREAK

10:45 am – 12:00 pm

Session 3 - Mapping Support

12:00 – 1:30 pm

Lunch & Tour

1:30 – 2:30 pm

Session 4 – Connecting Youth to Nature & Developing Stewards of the Environment

2:30 – 2:45 pm

BREAK

2:45 – 4:00 pm

Session 5 – Advice to the Lawson Foundation & Wrap Up
THANK YOU!

Please keep in mind the following:

We ask that participants commit to participating actively in the full retreat. If you are unable to do so
for any reason, please let us know in advance.
We are asking you to contribute your ideas as individuals, not as representatives for the organizations
with which you work or volunteer.
Chatham House Rule will be in effect throughout the Retreat. Participants are free to use the
information received, but neither the identity nor the affiliation of the speaker(s) or that of any other
participant, may be revealed. We ask you to respect this during and after the retreat.
All materials for the event will be provided onsite. There is no need to print anything in advance.

APPENDIX D
17-08-17

@Lawson_Fdn / #ecoyouth

Today’s Agenda
• Welcome by Indigenous Elder
• Introductions
• Ice breaker
• Overview of agenda and logistics
• BREAK
• Presentation by the Lawson Foundation
• Presentation of background research
• Working principles
• Check out
@Lawson_Fdn / #ecoyouth
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@Lawson_Fdn / #ecoyouth

Introductions
• Name
• Where did you travel from today / what is your

hometown?
• What kind of work / school / volunteer work do you do
that is related to the environment?
• What is your favorite landscape where you feel the most
connected to nature?

@Lawson_Fdn / #ecoyouth
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Ice Breaker

Agenda
• 5:30 – 7:30 pm Group Dinner (Barnsteiner’s –1360 Yonge St, Toronto)

Day 2 - Evergreen Brick Works, 550 Bayview Ave
• 8:00 am Meet at the reception of Holiday Inn Hotel to board the bus (check out before)
• 8:30 – 9:00 am Breakfast
• 9:00 – 10:30 am Session 2 – Sharing our Stories
• 10:30 – 10:45 am BREAK
• 10:45 am – 12:00 pm Session 3 - Mapping Support
• 12:00 – 1:25 pm LUNCH (Tour & Video Interviews)
• 1:25pm – 1:30pm Group Photo
• 1:30 – 2:30 pm Session 4 – Connecting Youth to Nature & Developing Stewards of the
Environment
• 2:30 – 2:45 pm BREAK
• 2:45 – 3:45pm Session 5 – Advice to the Lawson Foundation & Wrap Up
@Lawson_Fdn / #ecoyouth
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Chatham House Rule: Participants are free to use the
information received, but neither the identity nor the
affiliation of the speaker(s) or that of any other
participant, may be revealed. We ask you to respect this
during and after the retreat.
Social Media:
Ok to tweet / post that you are at the event.
Ok to post photos.
Don’t tweet specific content or attribute during
formal sessions.
@Lawson_Fdn / #ecoyouth

Things to keep in mind
• Please participate actively in the full retreat. If you are unable
•
•
•
•

to do so for any reason, please let us know.
Contribute your ideas as individuals, not as representatives
for the organizations with which you work or volunteer.
No nuts, oranges or strawberries – participant allergies.
To take photos during formal sessions on Day 2 from 10am –
2pm.
Video question during lunch on Day 2:
• Why do you think it is important for youth to be connected to nature

– one sentence?
• What is a word that describes your connection to nature – one
word?
@Lawson_Fdn / #ecoyouth
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Eco-friendly features of Retreat
• Carbon offsetting with Carbon Zero
• Food is organic, local or fair trade & sustainable
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

sourced whenever possible (labeled).
Always use real dishes & cutlery.
No disposable water bottles.
Compost option – Foundation House & Brick
works.
Recycling is available.
Public transportation whenever possible.
FSC certified post-consumer waste paper.
Print documents double sided.

@Lawson_Fdn / #ecoyouth

@Lawson_Fdn / #ecoyouth
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcdN7QJzhyY

Youth Voices Retreat Research Backgrounder
Ilona Dougherty & Dr. Amelia Clarke
@ilonadougherty / @DrAmeliaClarke
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• Definition of Young People
• Neuroscience and Developmental Psychology
• Millennials and Gen Z
• Young Canadians + the Environment
• Connecting to Nature
• How Youth are Involved
• Positive Youth Development
• Stewards of the Environment
@ilonadougherty / @DrAmeliaClarke

Encourage young people to connect
with nature & become stewards of
the environment.

@ilonadougherty / @DrAmeliaClarke
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Over the last five decades young
people spend considerably less time
outdoors than previous generations.

@ilonadougherty / @DrAmeliaClarke

Definition of Young People
• Young people: 15 – 25 years old
• Millennials
• Born early 1980s to mid 1990s
• 20-35 years old
• Gen Z
• Born mid 1990s to present day
• 0-19 years old

@ilonadougherty / @DrAmeliaClarke
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@ilonadougherty :: #youthinn
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Young Canadians + the Environment

@ilonadougherty / @DrAmeliaClarke

Young Canadians + the Environment
• 39% of young Canadians think the environment and

climate change should be a priority for their political
leaders.
• 48% of young Canadians would like to see the
Federal government spend more on the environment.
• 47% of young people surveyed by Deloitte in 2015
said that they believe the purpose of business should
also be to improve society and protect the
environment.
@ilonadougherty / @DrAmeliaClarke
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Young Canadians + the Environment
• 3% of young Canadians say the issue they are following

the most closely in the last few months is climate change.
• Over last 35 years only 8% of young leaders studied
worked on environmental issues.
• Far more common was young leaders focusing on
equality, empowerment & social justice issues at 31%.

@ilonadougherty / @DrAmeliaClarke

Connecting to Nature
• Diverse partnerships and programming.
• Build risk and challenge into youth programs.
• Engage young people online and offline & link the

two.
• Eliminate barriers: cost, lack of transportation, lack
of information.

@ilonadougherty / @DrAmeliaClarke
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How Youth are Involved
• 41% of Canadian young people believe that

working together can make ‘a big difference’
solving community problems.
• ‘Do you feel like you are a good citizen?’ 62%
young Canadians say yes.
• Despite being tech savvy young people are still
looking for an in person connection to the issues
they care about.
@ilonadougherty / @DrAmeliaClarke

How Youth are Involved
• 36% of young Canadians have volunteered in the

last twelve months.
• In the 2015 Federal election, 57.1% of 18 to 24
year olds voted.
• 55% of young Canadians follow the news and
current events daily.
• 2/3 have donated to an organization or charity in
the last 12 months.
@ilonadougherty / @DrAmeliaClarke
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How Youth are Involved
• Young leaders often focus on awareness raising and

•
•
•
•

influencing others than directly creating the change.
Influence is more effective than awareness raising.
Consider political engagement as a means for impact.
Consider advisory councils and working within the
system.
Think like a intergenerational movement.
Experience doesn’t matter as much as strategy does.

@ilonadougherty / @DrAmeliaClarke

Positive Youth Development

“Every young person needs access to
multiple opportunities to identify their
talents; unconditional support from adults
and allies; and multiple opportunities to
act on the issues that concern them and
that they are passionate about.”
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Stewards of the Environment
• Access to decision-makers
• Meaningful mentorship
• Real responsibility
• Intergenerational partnerships

@ilonadougherty / @DrAmeliaClarke

Conclusion
• Purpose of presentation
• Encourage young people to connect with nature &

become stewards of the environment.

@ilonadougherty / @DrAmeliaClarke
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@Lawson_Fdn / #ecoyouth

Agenda
• 9:00 – 10:30 am Session 2 – Sharing our Stories
• 10:30 – 10:45 am BREAK
• 10:45 am – 12:00 pm Session 3 - Mapping Support
• 12:00 – 1:25 pm LUNCH (Tour & Video Interviews)
• 1:25pm – 1:30pm Group Photo
• 1:30 – 2:30 pm Session 4 – Connecting Youth to Nature &

Developing Stewards of the Environment
• 2:30 – 2:45 pm BREAK
• 2:45 – 3:45pm Session 5 – Advice to the Lawson Foundation
& Wrap Up
@Lawson_Fdn / #ecoyouth
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Working principles

@Lawson_Fdn / #ecoyouth
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Sharing our stories
• What important life moments got you engaged in your

community?
• What moments connected you to nature?
• What led you to being here today?

@Lawson_Fdn / #ecoyouth

Sharing our stories
• What environmental programs & initiatives are you a part

of in your community now?

@Lawson_Fdn / #ecoyouth
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@Lawson_Fdn / #ecoyouth

Mapping Support
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@Lawson_Fdn / #ecoyouth

Connecting to Nature
• Diverse partnerships and programming.
• Build risk and challenge into youth programs.
• Engage young people online and offline & link the

two.
• Eliminate barriers: cost, lack of transportation, lack
of information.

@ilonadougherty / @DrAmeliaClarke
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Connecting to Nature
• What do you think are the most effective ways to

encourage young people to connect with nature?
• What realities for young people today do we need to
keep in mind when developing programs or initiatives to
connect youth with nature or encourage them to become
environmental stewards?

@Lawson_Fdn / #ecoyouth

Stewards of the Environment
• Access to decision-makers
• Meaningful mentorship
• Real responsibility
• Intergenerational partnerships

@ilonadougherty / @DrAmeliaClarke
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Stewards of the Environment
• What do you think are the most effective ways to

encourage young people to become stewards of the
environment?
• What do you think we can do to most effectively amplify
youth voices on environmental issues?
• What realities for young people today do we need to
keep in mind when developing programs or initiatives to
connect youth with nature or encourage them to become
environmental stewards?
@Lawson_Fdn / #ecoyouth

@Lawson_Fdn / #ecoyouth
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Encourage young people to connect
with nature & become stewards of
the environment.

Where we go from here
• Summary Report feedback - early July
• Send you the promotional video
• Loop you in when the Impact Area is launched
• Sharing your contact details

@Lawson_Fdn / #ecoyouth
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Evaluation
• Continue
• Start
• Stop
• Any other comments you have for us?

@Lawson_Fdn / #ecoyouth

@Lawson_Fdn / #ecoyouth
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